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*Photos of NekroLogiK Redemption Blade - Actual melee weapon will vary*
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[Intro & Features]

<<<NekroLogiK Exodus is light years ahead of any other creation in gaming history>>>

<<< Available via Second Life Marketplace™, Home site, & Steam™ workshop (soon) 

for a limited time>>>

LINK TO SITE: http://www.NekroLogiK.com

emailto:NekroLogiKDesign@Gmail.com
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////GlobalGridVariables///////////////////////////////////////

string EU=End-User|customer|owner|valued client;

string anim=Animation;

string SL=Second Life™;//MMORPG kinda MMORPC (community)

string grid=Any grid/hyper-grid/Os grid platform;

integer w/ =with;

integer w/o=with out;

string AV=Avatar;//soon to be the greatest & most skilled...

string BW=BitWise;

string HEX=Hexadecimal;

string melee=Hand held weapon|non-ranged;

string code=Script;//reference as in SL

string LL=LindenLabs™;//whom we are not affiliated with, nor endorsed by, nor 

approved of, nor working on their behalves//AKA: LindenResearch™

list N*=Any unique technology or integration of specific feature/function that was created 

by NekroLogiK;//If such a feature or function exists in any other creators invention, it is 

coincidence, as these were developed pre-2011 unless noted

string RP=RolePlay;

list others=other creators and contributors names are left in-tact if they were original 

source for item,part,feature,animation, or function;

string NextPage=In reference to the pages of the HUD in animation visual display cycle;

string A0=Animation Override;//change the default animations to upgraded/alternate 

animations used as base/default

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

[[[NOTE:: Some information may not apply to all users]]]

The Exodus Blade, Reworked/Recoded for 2020, is coded w/ a unique new melee 

system that is coded to be the ultimate in low impact, low resource technology, that is 

sure to have the EU taking Role Play to entire new levels. And even if RP/combat is not 

your 'thing', being the 'baddest' AV on the grid probably IS....

Using BW-HEX'd code, & making the control event in the script dictated by ' (while) 

pressed' direct anim on/off relay per anim/per key, allows EU to do things they might 

have thought not possible in the grid or in weapons as a whole. This unique system will 

allow EU to also MAKE THEIR OWN CUSTOM RAGE SETS from the ready stance, all 

the way to the unique TORQUE Blasts combos. This means EU will be able to pick from 

500+ animations (sets of 10) & make their own method/rage/style of fighting. NOTE: 

NOT 'ENHANCED' FOR ADDITIONAL DAMAGE/API RIG (basically) 'PAID CHEAT'... 
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(but we got a few tricks to help throw some damage at the opposition) 

Having this unique coding of basically a 'toggle' of anim on/off will also allow the EU to 

rush into anims before last is completed, as well as use the SHIFT key with the number 

pad arrows to take a step in that direction while performing the animation they want. 

This may sound like small features, but to the well trained SL RP fighter, this can be an 

important factor when in battle. One must be quick with their hands as well as sharp with 

their mind to utilize this 'gaming' ability & show the neighborhood who is in 

charge.NOTE:: As of late 2019, we have integrated a 'tap' detect system on the drawn 

blade that will allow MODE change. This toggle from MODE 0 to MODE 4 = 5 total 

MODES. The MODE selection was added to stop the horrible issue/bug/problem in SL 

of the avatar unable to hold a static position when engaging in combat. It seems as 

though almost every weapon in SL has this issue & it has nearly killed the 'combat' 

aspect of the game. So NekroLogiK devised a unique method to minimize movement 

(jumps & scoots that are created & makes a person have to consistently re aim/position 

to face the opponent when fighting). By tapping the RH blade it will toggle through 

different versions of this unique feature. It should minimize the need to re-aim/re-

position your AV continuously towards its target. This has been a HUGE down-spot in 

SL combat from the start & it should have been addressed long ago, but it was ignored 

by seemingly all weapons creators. We feel confident that if this issue has deterred one 

from engaging in melee combat in the past, that this MODE switcher should alleviate 

that pain-in-the a$$ issue that all SL combat has faced since the beginning.

This unique system (like all our announced creations (Releases)) is sure to be 

attempted to be duplicated, but as far as we know, this is the first ever to allow the 

customer to actually pick the entire animation set & then use it when wanted. This is not 

limited to making a '1 time rage' for your weapon, but this is UNLIMITED in allowing the 

user to make COUNTLESS custom attack sets that they can switch to on the fly. The 

rage creation is a powerful feature & know this will let the creative juices flow for 

warriors across the grid. Just because someone is not a builder/creator on the grid, 

does not mean they 'lack ability' in creation and/or imagination, & this unique blade & 

coding concept PROVES THAT all can be creative & unique.

There are 52 N*Raged sets of pre-made Rages (like styles), that EU/owner can select 

from in addition to the 'create your own rage' system. We wanted to bring something 

else new to the table, & something that would be more economic for those who just 

wanted the blade function of the ACS-50 w/o buying the full ACS-50. Some may still 

think cost is outrageous, but selling 100's of these of these would not get close to 

covering our cost of the animations alone, so if cost is a big issue, please save the 

precious L, as we think it is more than generous of a selling price as one will search until 

the end of time to find a weapon that will allow EU to select from 500 anims to use to 

make custom sets with.... (not just in SL, but in ANY game there is)

With the Single wield Exodus Blade, EU may get hated quickly by opponents, as it is 

common to have others not happy with seeing others with more abilities than they might 
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have in their dull & boring 'RP' weapons. The Exodus uses a 'fold-out' HUD to utilize 1 

prim/1 script & allow the user multiple buttons/options as the HUD 'unfolds' & reveals 

multiple options & features to select from.

If the item is not accepted in a RP zone, it is a shame as there should not be a law on 

how great or how many animations a weapon can have to disqualify it, or deem it 'not 

accepted', but as mentioned, one might find this to be the case in certain settings, 

(depending on the owner/staff of zone). However, we have built this to be a sims friendly 

as possible & made the default settings of 'no rez' 4M as the sensor, which should deem 

'fair' by most zones. However, most zones do not even use the actual weapons sensor 

to represent a 'hit', but use the meter/RP HUD itself, that may/or may not ping an API to 

register it.

In other words, this is a very FAIR item & should be accepted in all zones, but we can 

not issue that as a promise to EU.

<E X O D U S  F E A T U R E S> 

..::PRE-MADE N*Rages::..

Old English

Scum of Earth

Kid Vicious

Brainiac 5000

Disciple of Pain

DeathCore Master

Terror Twilight

BloodLine/N-Mortal

Ferocious Fatality

Death Trooper

The II3oss

Texas Dirt

BareKnuckle BackWoods

Hogg Wild

The Storm

Ninja Slayer

Demon-Style

Krazed KIller

Creep Thug

Viper-Style

Carcass Mite

Strong Armed

Capoeira KickBox

The Slasher

Anti-Hero
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Doom Profit

N-Listed Soldier

Street Stunna

Mafia Lifer

Jericho's Legend

N-Sane Assassin

Grunge Lord

N-Mate 919116

Hell's Viking

Psycho Path

N-Mortal Stench

Swine Butcher

Gutter Bash

Slop Chop

Black Angel

B-Dub B.W.P Tribute

Lil Slugger

Kokane Kowboy

Kung-Fu Koala

Tank Boss

Killbilly Deluxe

Deranged LunaSiK

Codeine Coated Wolf

I Spit Venom

Vengeance is Mine

CyberFilth

The Brute

--Extra HUD Options--

Dynamic Chan Dmg (gorean + 12 other premium RP zones)

SF Dmg 

Stop All Anims 

Dummy/Scripted Dmg 

Rez Dmg 

Sounds On/Off 

Myraid Dynamics & Alt combat zones API 

Glow FX (3x+BloodSling) 

Draw/Hide w/ sheathed on Back (1 script w resize) 

4 FX modes 

1. Glow 1

2. Glow 2 + Rezz Blood + collider

3. Glow both + Particle Slash

4. Lightning striker 

(FX 4 & possibly others may not be included in all models &/or available on all 
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Platforms/Interfaces)

Modify permissions to give more customization( SL MAIN GRID ONLY )

--HOLD 8 second any HUD MAIN face--

Powers on/off the blades

--'Extras' Button Options--

3 Male AO's + 3 FeMale AO's

--'tap' drawn blade toggle--

5 MODES to stop the offsets of animations & stop constant repositioning to face target

--'HOLD' Touch on drawn blade--

Rage Creator System alt entry/listen method

...And maybe a secret or two not mentioned...

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[SMART TV/TOUCH interface 100% compatible]

[VR Ready with Firestorm viewer Option (SL MAIN GRID ONLY) of allowing to see 

Avatar in MouseLook engaged]

(NOTE:: VR gear is required including a GPU equipped & firmware/drivers that will set 

SL to be a 'game' (setting) (not 'desktop' program)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IMAGE2-*The HUD contains only active 1 script + 1 AO script in the 'Extras' Button*
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[Key Notes, Tips, Potential Issues/conflicts & Avoiding Them]

1. Holding SHIFT while using the number pad directional keys will allow for an actual 

'lunge'/ thrust / turn in that direction.

2. The L+R, F+B,L+F,R+F,D+L,D+R, as well as PG_up &PG_dn + any directional (or 

any combo with them) will do an N*Pulsed/TRQ*BLST attack that Builds Torque to blast 

up &/or down mixed with any directional, or combo of directionals. This has visual 

display that can be seen, but there are no known meters that will register those 

extensive combo attacks as any extra damage at this time unfortunately. (See last 

photo)

3. Holding left mouse button & dragging it to local chat can make it where the user does 

need to keep the left mouse pressed to do attacks. As mentioned above, the SHIFT key 

will allow the avatar to do a directional hit in that direction. Even though most rages sets 

are made with the left arrow doing a left handed/left sided attack, & the right is the same 

manner, it does not really turn the avatar like the way the SHIFT button held with the 

number pad arrow keys will.

4. When holding the left mouse button, and in an idle/ready stance will put Avatar into 

'Enguard' animation. But after doing an attack with directional keys, or combo of 

directional keys, can cause a 'shaky' motion until the left mouse button is released. This 

is basically a flaw in SL animations/combat, as priorities are set properly and even odd 

level of priorities have been tested, but they yield the same results. This has been a 

known issue for a long time, but this can be avoid once one learns the creation & the 

attack times for each animation. It is like any good game..... It takes a bit of practice to 

learn how to do this with 'finesse' & keep that avatar looking properly instead of very bad 

case of Parkinson's disease when in active battle. There are some other players who 

are even better at this than even I am, but it can be done & is a part of 'mastering' the 

creation. (if all could be done perfectly the first 5 minutes of use, then it wouldn't be 

much of a game)

5. Regional Lag (All Engines), as well as personal computer settings (or poor computer 

hardware) can create an issue with the 'HOLD-TOUCH' detect system. (Personally), I 

used to run games on an AlienWare Aurora, but it became outdated finally & I 

personally made a budget build with a GigaByte MB, Cool-Master case, Standard HD, 

An M.2 Corsair SSD, and a Crucial SSD with a XFX Radeon RX570 & it runs the 

game/community very smoothly. Keeping graphics lower, but object & avatar details at 

max, (with advanced lighting) it makes for great smooth game-play. We mention this 

because we have seen the performance of this creation go from pathetic to insanely 

smooth, fast, and very low resource/low script just from updating computer to all 

2018-2019 parts. So if anyone is getting terrible results, please try this creation with 

proper/up-to-date hardware & I assure you this creation will BLAZE & FLOW the way it 

was coded to. We do not use the common combat 'control' function as 99.9% of ALL 
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weapons in SL use. I will release it Full-Perm in the future with hopes of other creators 

using this method as it is far superior to the traditional method, that most all creators 

have used for over a decade on SL for movements.

6. There are a couple of animations that are duplicated, or are almost exact in a few of 

the N*Raged pre-made sets. Though there are not many, as we were careful to not 

duplicate exact same, & made at least small (some very small) changes to each 

animation, we will continue to filter through each individual animation & filter out any 

exact duplicates & replace any animation that does not play in itself, or in a combo 

creation. (meaning that it's combo stacks do not pick it up, or the default animations for 

ready/enguard cover it from being played fully.) With certain viewers, players have been 

able to upload very high priority animations & ever since this integration, there suddenly 

appeared to be bugs in almost ALL of our creations. Not that this is common, but it has 

required the remaking of several animation & re-sequencing the priority for pleasing 

visual display, despite the senselessness of the labeled upload priority as show from 

Linden Labs.

7. All of our original line-up of products were swords that included a set of claws on the 

handle, and the system will 'shine' if using such a weapon(s). We will send anyone who 

wants these type of weapons to any client who would like to use them, However, it may 

increase avatar complexity as the claw/handle changes will increase complexity in most 

cases.

8. We made all animations to be compatible with the default 26 boned Grid-based 

avatar (AV), both mesh and traditional are fine, but if it is a mesh avatar that requires 

special animations just for it (or for that brand, and in some cases, even just the 

individual avatar), we do NOT promise flow/or compatibility with them. I think all 

animators can agree that the avatar creators should take the animations into factor 

before releasing an item that will not have compatible animations already in-effect for 

the grid. And I do not know any animator that would remake every .BVH file from scratch 

to work with a single specific avatar that is the latest craze/fad. This conflict has caused 

many excellent creators/animators to leave the game and it is sad because SL is the 

ONLY game (they say its not a game) where the avatars looks ARE (seemingly) the 

most important thing of the game. We started this creation 10 years ago when SL 

military was huge & full scale 'raids' would happen as well as war declaration on specific 

groups would happen all the time. Though much has changed, the spirit of combat/self-

defense/abilities &  extend-able abilities of the avatar is still important & online reputation 

is now a factor of daily value for most people in the world. 

8. There is potential for Server Side error --- After a lot of testing, we have given this 

sword (the original) an extra set of FX. All runs fine & looks great, but out of the blue, 

the server started throwing errors one day. It was just sound throttle errors & the Special 

FX DO call on more sounds than not using them. So we cut 2 Sound calls out & then 

used a llFrand(2) (randomize) to allow it to cut calls for sounds in half on top of that. 

There seems to be no errors since this, but, if in heavily populated areas & wanting to 
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use special FX (I wouldn't recommend it), but it is fine to do... Beware that hitting 

another player (AGENT) with FX 2,3,& 4 on could potentially cause a sound throttle 

error. Especially if you are fighting several people/hitting more than 1 avatar. This 'error' 

is very common with weapons, especially fast ones. (usually guns do it pretty easily). 

However, it will not create issue for owner, but might kill the sounds on blades until 

powered on/off if the error comes up more than once with the message "DROPPING 

FURTHER NOTICES". If power on/off does not restore sound, just Detach & re-attach. 

As mentioned in other weapon descriptions, for the fastest response time, turn the 

sounds OFF & the FX to '0' (OFF). This will give the fastest response.

9. If a RAGE is selected & the blades are not DRAWN & power ON, it may appear to 

have loaded a rage (according to HUD), but unless you see the Pre-Loader activate, & 

the blade itself say "A C C E P T E D", then it will not change the animation set inside 

the blades.

10. If pressing arrows, holding SHIFT, pressing combined arrows, pressing PAGE 

UP/PAGE DOWN while mixing arrow keys, and not seeing much action from the AV, 

there is probably a server delay, or the animations for the combo moves has not been 

given enough time to pre-load into Owners Cache File. There are over 500 unique 

animations in the blade, so please understand that it takes time to get into the system 

(viewer) file, as well as time to get into the owners personal cache file. Once the rages 

have been played through, and combos made (by combining the keys mentioned) these 

will be in the memory & quick when called upon. The pre-load system we use is just a 

little 'hack'-like feature we invented to help a new owner not get too bogged down upon 

first using. It takes 1 second per animation (Assuming no server, connection, or client 

lag) to pre-load. So assuming you have 500 animations, and the potential to make 

almost 500 more combo's....it will take a little bit of time to get the blades to run 100% 

smoothly & have rapid response time.... The coding is there... We just have to hope 

there is no outside issue that delays things, & also hope that our owners have good 

computers with current graphic cards. 

IMAGE3-*-'OFF' - *2020 Edition 6xSimple AO spinning hologram* - 'ON'-

[TroubleShooting, Advice, & More N*Fo]

Hello, and thank you for your purchase of the NekroLogiK Exodus system. There are a 

few issues/un-resolved inquiries that we hope to resolve with this information card to 
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frequently asked questions as well as possible errors that may occur if the situations are 

right.

  1. If you are wearing other items, even an AO, it may interfere with these animations & 

also created twitchy/jerky movements with Avatar - Please run each attack from each 

N*Raged set (pre-made) to get the animation in the viewers cache file (as well as your 

own cache file). An AO (6 alt ones) are included in the 2020 release in the 'EXTRAS' 

animated (Spinning) HUD button. 3 male AO, & 3 female AO - All simple, but stops the 

'scoot' walk that some viewers have caused do to their updates on the priorities of 'walk' 

default animation.

  2. Depending on what was equipped first, as well as entering into no-script regions, 

there may be an offset on the HUDs memory of what page it was on & what the active 

settings were when you entered into the are of no scripts allowed. This will happen with 

any system that has a complex-multi-optioned system that is based on a vector detect 

face touch 'drop-down' type of HUD. This is easily resolved with a reset from the HUD. If 

the faces are so far off that it can not detect a 'reset', then just detach & re-attach. 

NOTE: the system was created to work in no-script zones, but there are some places 

that it just will not continue to run when crossing. Also viewer being used as well as 

personal setting may play a role in this.

  3. Unable to read the HUD, or what it says exactly. It is too small or too big.... We 

wanted to make the HUD as small as possible, yet contain a ton of options, and alleviate 

all chat based commands. We were able to do so (aside from custom rage entry). 

However,  depending on the size of monitor/TV they are using, the HUD may seem 

unreadable, and even worse in certain sims where the backgrounds are using strange 

environment effects to make the sky and area red/or other conflicting colors. This issue 

is unable to be avoided at this time without sacrificing a lot of screen-space for some, or 

removing many features from the creation. We have made a list on a notecard of what 

the HUD says so that the user can get familiar with what it says if they are having a hard 

time reading it. We suggest all users look at this Note-Card list, especially at first. Once 

you get used to the system, you will know it by heart & have no need for the Note-Card 

typed out menu list. We will work on resolving this issue to make the HUD more 

readable without losing features or screen space. We will update all users when this is 

done. However, we can not guarantee that you will not ever enter a sim that has odd 

environment settings that might hinder the reading of the HUDs options. We will also 

send the actual textures of the HUD to any client that wishes to enlarge them, needs 

them, or may be poor of vision. 

  4. Picking '<<Custom Rage>>' or '<<Rage Creator>>' may throw a DEBUGG warning 

(rare, but possible depending on viewer) if the user has not entered in a custom attacks 

set (Made their own rage). There is no way around this at this time (aside from the user 

entering in a rage correctly), & It is important that it DOES let the user know that there 

IS an error. This way the user can know that they did not properly enter in a rage 

pattern. Even though the system will notify the user if they attempt to enter in an invalid 
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path for their own Rage creation, the Debug channel will still show an error on its end if 

the user attempts to use a rage that they did not make. Copy and past from a 'cheat 

sheet' you can create on a Note-Card when you want to build & enter your own rage into 

the system. This is the fastest/easiest way to do it. NOTE: When using FX in a crowded 

sim, there may be a sound throttle error in DEBUGG CHANNEL. This is no worry...all 

fast weapons will have this happen unless they are just slow as can be and/or have the 

sounds turned off.

  5. Avatar making a strange jerking movement on certain rage selections is normal. It 

will not always do this, but it is for your advantage. It will do a work-around on pre-

loading the animations into your SL cache file so the animations are not slow to perform 

on slower devices/connections. Combat is where it will matter, and we encourage all 

customers to run all the rages through their system so they are never laggy/delayed. It is 

essential anyways in order to know what animations to pick for the customized rage 

creation.

  6. Some think we allow animations to be dropped into the system or that the user 

needs to be able to code in order to make their own rage. This is not the case. We have 

100's of animations & surely out of them a user can find a like-able ready stance, 

enguard, then an attack for each of the directions, and adding a couple of 'finisher' 

combos or just some insane power attacks to accompany them. NOTE: Despite how 

fast some of the animations are, and no matter how awesome that combo attack and 

jumping stab in the head of your opponent looked, the RP zones usually will not award 

extra damage for them unless they are using certain system that allows combo moves 

to score higher. Most run on an 3rd party server and some do not even care how many 

times you actually hit the opponent. Instead they use a sensor that limits the number of 

hits allowed/awarded to a player. This is not the best idea to encourage/build the combat 

aspect of the game, IMHO, but new people are coming up with new ideas all the time, 

so please do not get discouraged if you totally smashed your opponent, yet they some 

how killed you with a freebie weapon that had 2 freebie animations in it. It can happen. 

Just let that drive you, as well as RP sim owners to strive/reach for something higher. 

Metal sharpens metal & it is important we all sharpen each other as the only limit in SL 

is in the minds of its users.

  7. If you are in a rez based damage system, it is possible to kill yourself (on the main 

grid) if you do not train yourself to use the attacks correctly. This would be a left mouse 

hold & a directional key (or combo of keys) followed by an instant back (down arrow)

while letting off of the left mouse button. It takes a little time, and much easier to go 

crazy with the left mouse held down & hitting all the keys possible, but as with anything 

in life, technique and skill will always trump 'luck' in the long-run. 

  8. Sim owners & other players may get upset at seeing your new weapon with 100's of 

animations. Do not be surprised if you are told to leave or told that your not doing things 

'their way'. But it will never come from us, or others who have this system. Remember 

that people are very competitive on the grid. To have an avatar come in and make them 
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look like a bunch of 'scrubs' is sometimes not taken lightly. So users may expect a bit of 

envy and others criticizing your system. It has happened to even our testers. Meanwhile, 

the critics bought the creation at a later date. So do not let envious people criticize you 

or our work. Having the 'over-all baddest' AV is important for almost everyone on the 

grid. So please do not let the possible envy of others get to you (if it happens). :)

  9. If system seems stuck, glitched, or frozen, it is most likely a sim issue. However, it 
will not hurt to detach & re-attach both the HUD & the weapon(s) to make sure the issue 

is not internal.

IMAGE4-**All images shown here & above IMAGE2 combine into a small single 'MAIN' button shown here in the middle*
*Smooth animation with sounds to match it's movements*

[N*Ternal Codes, N*Tell to Client] ( for Rage Creation )

RAGE|Animation Code Prefix

Old English|O.

Scum Of Earth|SO.

Kid Vicious|Gf.

Brainiac 5000|BR.

Disciple of Pain|DP.

DeathCore Master|DC.

Terror Twilight|TR.

Bloodline N*Mortal|BL.

Ferocious Fatality|F.

Death Trooper|DT.

The II3oss|II3.  ##///NextPage/
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Texas Dirt|TX.

BareKnuckle|Z.

Hogg Wild|H.

The Storm|SM.

Ninja Slayer|NJ.

Demon-Style|DS.

Krazed Killer|K.

Creep Thug|TH.

Viper-Style|V.

Carcass Mite|CM.

StrongArmed|SA.  ##///NextPage/

Capoeira KickBox|CK.

The Slasher|SL.

Anti-Hero|A.

Doom Profit|D.

N-Listed Soldier|B.

Street Stunna|SU.

Mafia Lifer|M.

Jericho's Legend|J.

N-Sane Assassin|NA.

GrungeLord|FM.

N-Mate #919116|IM.  ##//NextPage/

Hell's Viking|NK.

Psycho's Path|PP.

N-Mortal Stench|IS.

Swine Butcher|BT.

GutterBash|G.

Slop Chop|SC.

Black Angel|BA.

B-Dub All-Star|BW.

Lil Slugger|kb.

Kokane Kowboy|kc.

Kung-Fu Koala|kfk.  ##//NextPage/

Tank Boss|TB.
Killbilly Deluxe|kd.
Deranged LunaSiK|DL.
CodeineCoated Wolf|cw.
I Spit Venom|SV.
Vengeance Is Mine|VM.
CyberFilth|cf.
The Brute|BU.
CustomRage|XX. ##<<----Reader recognizes (from internal assignment)
RAGECREATOR ##<<----Opens listen on a dynamic channel to paste in moves
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Example Paste: /dynamic channel DL.e,cw.rd,BA.U,BW.D,BW.L,BW.R,VM.1,SL.2,Gr.3,cf.P 

IMAGE5-**HD Flip Down Animated HUD (OPEN POSITION)*

[Rage Creator Details & Explained]

Example of how a 'Rage' is labeled:: Old English... It will have O.U, O.D, O.L, O.R, O.1, 

O.2, O.3, O.P (for main attacks, then also an enguard: O.e, & also a  ready stance: 

O.rd) so.....

If you likes the move when you pressed the back arrow key, it would be move= O.D ...if 

thats all you liked for this rage, then thats all in your custom set that would contain the 

O. prefix in it.

If you then wanted your forward move to be from the Doom Profit N*Raged set (this 

would be the assault that took place when you pressed the Forward arrow Key when in 

that rage), then you would want to select: D.U for the forward move in your custom 

set.... You will have to play with the rages to find the one moves you like best & build 

your own rage set custom.

The .1 & .2 & .3 & .P are used by pressing more than 1 arrow key at a time, & even 

though some rage sets have more than just 8 possible attacks, those are embedded 

scripted combos & will work with your selection of the 8 primary assaults. You can also 

select a .e (for enguard *this is when left mouse button is held down*) & also a .rd (then 

is idle with power on..the standing stance).

However, we can not guarantee that a mixture of favorite moves will match just any .e 
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(enguard) or any .rd (ready) stances as the offset & stances may make the anims you 

liked, not look so good when putting them together. This is why it takes time to make 

each set & not have them look super 'jerky' or 'odd' looking when engaging in an assault 

from the selected .e (enguard) stance.

It may look great, or it might not, and it might take some time to get it down the way you 

like it best & want it to run for your individual needs/wants/& rage of attacking.

Those who are experienced coders in the grid-based environments know that we have 

been 'squeezed' for space usage & are under strict space limitations, so our method is 

basic in its nature like this vs. picking from a menu.

We make rage creator work by allowing the customer to select the option that will tell 

the script 'HEY! I want to make my own rage now!"...so we will figure the best way to do 

this without destroying the default sets.

For the End-User : Make up a notecard/NotePad that has some pre-made rage sets on 

it that you created & like....this way you just copy & paste them when you open the rage 

creator system.

The notecard you make can have unlimited number of rages that YOU INVENT ... Like 

this possibly ::::  /385373 A.e,V.rd,ST.U,CM.D,J.L,BU.R,BW.1,BW.2,DL.3,kd.P (your 

channel will be different, but it will be simple) to just copy & past the entire channel & the 

rage selection that follows it, after you open the rage creator. Name them anything you 

want & this way, you get to make your own assault sets that others wont have.

Due to animations not all made by nekrologik, when making rages, one might notice that 

some of the assaults do not seem to play when pressing the proper button to play what 

you have selected.

This is because not all animators who contributed to the creation, knew what priority to 

upload the animation in at. So some ready stances, or enguard may, on occasion, not 

allow the chosen anim to play as you have programmed it to play. This can be fixed by 

either choosing an alternate enguard or ready, changing MODES (tap blade), or just 

replacing the one animation. If having difficulty, please make sure that you typed in the 

proper anim code & the proper ending. As stated, all primary anim codes will end in a '.' 

(period), then the move you want from that set will go immediately after. then a ',' 

(comma) then your next move. 10 moves total, so to recap: 1 enguard, 1 ready, 1 up, 1 

down, 1 left, 1 right, 1 up+left combo (1), 1 up+down combo (2), 1 left+right combo (3), 

& 1 power blast (P) that is played in sync when you mi in the SHIFT key & the PAGE UP 

& PAGE DOWN from the number-pad on your comp. Also..holding SHIFT & using the 

number pad arrows (instead of regular arrow keys on keyboard will allow the AV to take 

a half step in that direction while performing the individual assault.

There are more tricks & stuff the end-user will find out on special way to make what they 

want to happen, actually happen... ( like switching the MODE to dis-able the enguard 

stance (MODE1), or dis-able the 'ready' stance (MODE2), or activate a low-priority AO 

(like Male2) to cover the visual imperfection of your idea/creation etc... )

[[NOTE:: Rage anim(animation) codes Are CasE SenSITive]]

[[Each contain a '.' (period) per move & a ','(comma) to separate them]]
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IMAGE6-*Multiple End-User created combos & extensive multi-combo attack with these modified control functions*
*Standard integration for all 'Exodus Series' weapons from NekroLogik*

NOTE:: This document was created at multiple intervals over the span of it's creation - originating in 2011, It may include 
some details and additional information that is no longer relevant to its users or functions today.(2020 - N*finity)

This information is provided as reference material; not to be assumed as any type of guarantee or warranty from it's 
author, nor creations' primary creator/designer, nor it's supplemental contributors who's names may be found with-in it.
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